
 

Two catalysts are better than one

July 28 2010, By Megan Fellman

Much like two children in the back seat of a car, it can be challenging to
get two catalysts to cooperate for the greater good. Now Northwestern
University chemists have gotten two catalysts to work together on the
same task -- something easily done by nature but a difficult thing to do
in the laboratory.

The findings, published by the journal Nature Chemistry, will allow
medicinal chemists to invent new reactions and produce valuable
bioactive compounds faster with less impact on the environment.

Catalysis is inherently green chemistry. Catalytic reactions typically
employ a single molecule (a catalyst) to enhance a reaction or make a
reaction possible that wouldn't otherwise be possible. Since a catalyst
only needs to be used in very small amounts, the potential to control
chemical processes while reducing waste makes catalysis very attractive.
The Northwestern team wanted to see if they could turn a good thing -- a
single catalyst -- into something even better by employing two catalysts.

"In our new approach, we discovered a pair of catalysts that work
cooperatively to produce valuable compounds for biomedical research,
which is important given the demand for new pharmaceuticals of all
kinds," said senior author Karl A. Scheidt, the Irving M. Klotz Professor
of Chemistry in the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences.
"Cooperative catalysis -- using two catalysts instead of just one -- will
help us develop important compounds faster and with less waste. It also
opens up an exciting new area of catalysis to explore."
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Scheidt and his team started with simple stock chemicals and ended up
with a number of compounds that are potentially bioactive and similar to
each other. In the reaction, catalyst one (a magnesium salt that acts as an
electron-deficient "Lewis acid") activates one molecule, and catalyst two
(a mimic of thiamine, a carbene and an electron-rich "Lewis base")
activates a second molecule simultaneously. The two activated substrates
come together. The result is rapid, efficient and controlled production of
large amounts of a molecule called gamma-lactam, a key building block
for many pharmaceuticals.

On paper, the two catalysts should bind together and not be that effective
as catalysts, but, it turns out, they don't interact that tightly. Instead,
when there is a substrate for each catalyst, they work in tandem. Before
this discovery, no one had identified an electron-deficient metal Lewis
acid that works with a carbene. (A carbene is a highly reactive, transient
molecule in which a carbon atom has only two bonds versus the normal
four.)

"Nature employs a lot of catalysis -- to do such crucial biological
transformations as acylations, oxidations and reductions, but it's hard to
do what nature does in a flask," said Scheidt, director of Northwestern's
Center for Molecular Innovation and Drug Discovery. "Getting two
catalysts that are seemingly incompatible to work together is a
significant advance. Now we have a great first step to realizing the full
potential of this powerful cooperative catalysis strategy. Ultimately, this
approach should allow chemists to combine simple components under
catalytic conditions to generate new bioactive compounds of high value."
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